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In early 1919, the progressive novelist Mary Heaton Vorse found William Z. Foster sitting in the tiny Pittsburgh office where he directed the Great Steel Strike, the largest industrial conflict in the history of the United States up to that time. Foster remained calm and collected, selfless in the midst of this great social movement:

He is composed, confident, unemphatic and impenetrably unruffled. Never for a moment does Foster hasten his tempo. . . . He seems completely without ego. . . . He lives completely outside the circle of self, absorbed ceaselessly in the ceaseless stream of detail which confronts him. . . . Once in a while he gets angry over the stupidity of man; then you see his quiet is the quiet of a high tension machine moving so swiftly it barely hums. He is swallowed up in the strike’s immensity. What happens to Foster does not concern him. I do not believe that he spends five minutes in the whole year thinking of Foster or Foster’s affairs.¹

This was the image Foster projected throughout his early life and the reputation by which he was known: a brilliant strategist and organizational mind,
an engineer and architect of working-class movements, a dedicated militant with no apparent personal life. Certainly for any historian looking for the links between the personal and the political, Foster does not appear to be a very promising subject.

But fourteen years later, in an October 1933 letter to his old friend and mentor Solomon Lozovsky, the Comintern's director of trade union work, Foster showed a very different side of his personality. Recovering at a Soviet sanatorium from a serious and complex illness with both physical and psychological dimensions, he was clearly depressed, subject to nervousness and anxiety attacks, bewildered by his current situation, and profoundly concerned about his future. “I am still very sick,” he told Lozovsky. “Three months have passed since my arrival in the USSR, and the doctors say that my disease is nervous in nature, as if I am recovering, but the progress is so slow that I doubt any progress.... I feel that I cannot go on this way. Lying here, I am of no value to the movement, and the isolation is eating me up.” This crisis forced Foster to turn from his usual whirlwind of public speaking and organizing to a life of writing. He left a series of memoirs, letters, and other personal texts that suggest some aspects of the relationship between the subjective—personal identity and representation, emotional experience—and the political—ideology, organization, and action. As Kathleen Brown and Elizabeth Faue note, historians of both the “Lyrical Left,” which preceded the Communist Party’s heyday, and the New Left, which followed it, have been particularly concerned with the relationship between the “personal” and the “political.” In contrast, most historians of U.S. communism have dwelt either on the machinations of the international movement and factional politics or on local studies of the Communist Party in action, seldom on the personal dimension of such political experience, a dimension that, as Brown and Faue argue, is critical to understanding this experience. What can an analysis of Foster’s crisis tell us about his career as a revolutionary, and perhaps also about the relationship between the personal and the political in the experiences of American communists more generally? How might this neglected personal dimension, the subjective problems of identity and emotion, relate to research in labor history, which has tended to emphasize the material and the objective?

I will describe some of the influences that shaped Foster’s personality up to the time he joined the communist movement and the severe physical, psychological, and political crisis he faced in the mid-1930s just at the moment the Communist Party USA (CPUSA) was becoming a mass movement. Next, I focus on Foster’s efforts in the late 1930s to reinvent himself as a communist
writer and as a symbol of the party’s proletarian roots, particularly through two autobiographical works. Finally, I distinguish my own approach from earlier Cold War efforts to interpret American communism from a psychological perspective, and I raise the broader problem of integrating the subjective elements of human experience into the materialist framework of most working-class historians.

As the Communist Party liked to remind people, Foster was a product of the Philadelphia slums. Bitter poverty, the deaths of most of his siblings, crime and violence in the streets of his own Philadelphia neighborhood, his father’s alcoholism and erratic work life, and the failure of his mother’s hopes and dreams marked his early life. His work life could only have underscored the insecurities that encumbered his youth: enforced transiency, constant uncertainty about his livelihood, dangers embedded in many of his work situations. 4

Such experiences shaped a rather grim outlook on life, best conveyed perhaps in the language of Foster’s early syndicalist tracts and in the zeal with which he embraced the hyperbolic revolutionary language of the Comintern’s Third Period (1928–1935). 5 The syndicalist, Foster wrote in 1912, has “placed his relations with the capitalists on a basis of naked power. . . . He knows he is engaged in a life and death struggle with an absolutely lawless and unscrupulous enemy, and considers his tactics only from the standpoint of their effectiveness. With him the end justifies the means.” 6 “The only possible guard for the future security of the working class,” Foster told congressional investigators in December 1930, “is the dictatorship of the proletariat and a Soviet government.” 7 Writing in 1932, he concluded: “The working class cannot come into power without a civil war.” 8 Such language reflected not only the international line, but also the very real class violence of Foster’s early life and the early Depression years. It also characterized his personality and political perspective throughout his life. Indeed, it seemed to Foster that his own experiences constituted a living indictment of capitalism. As an old man, he could not remember “the time when I was not imbued with that class hatred against employers which is almost instinctive to workers.” 9

In his youth, Foster fashioned a sense of his rather bleak surroundings from the ideas and values at hand, notably his mother’s devout Catholicism and the Fenianism for which his father had been exiled from Ireland. He also embraced the comradery, loyalty, and inchoate class pride that he found in his street gang and in early strikes. In his memoirs, Foster describes these early influences as primitive thinking he left behind on his steady ideological progress toward communism. In fact, unlike Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and...
some other Irish American communists, he did eschew all identification with his ethnic and religious background, and was openly hostile to organized religion in some of his writings. Yet Foster’s revolutionary asceticism, his formulaic approach to matters of history, theory, and ideology, and his extreme discipline all suggest the lingering effects of Catholicism. There are rumors, originating apparently with members of his family, that he requested and received the services of a priest when he was near death in Moscow.

When he turned from the daily struggle for survival to the world of ideas, Foster acquired what he described as an “insatiable spirit of observation.” His mother encouraged his long hours in the Philadelphia Free Library, though it was here that he abandoned his religious faith for Darwin, Gibbon, and Spencer, and here that he began a slow journey to the political left. Leaving school after the third grade to contribute to the family economy, Foster remained an avid reader throughout his life, eventually learning to read in French and German, also picking up some Russian, and producing dozens of books and thousands of articles and pamphlets. Despite his formulaic approach in his writing and his reliance on the rather dogmatic language of orthodox Marxism-Leninism, this was a remarkable personal achievement, given his background.

After the deaths of both parents and the disintegration of his family around the turn of the century, Foster drifted for many years around the country and throughout the world, working at a wide range of jobs: railroad laborer, camp cook, deep-water sailor. Such experiences also shaped his worldview and provided him with an extensive anecdotal repertoire concerning working-class life, an encyclopedic knowledge of the labor movement and the world of work, and an almost instinctive sense about organization and strategy. Even his enemies acknowledged him as a master builder of workers’ movements. Between 1917 and 1919, he provided the organizational genius behind two massive organizing campaigns that swept hundreds of thousands of immigrant and African American meatpacking and steel workers into the burgeoning wartime labor movement.

The instability in his own life produced a strong attraction for system, organization, science: first Darwin, Spencer, and the pioneer American sociologist Lester Frank Ward, later Marx and Lenin. In his early writings, he spent considerable time and effort in describing precisely what the new syndicalist society might look like, and he located the solution to social and economic problems not in democratic representation and practice, but rather in technical expertise and systematic organization. Historians have argued for the attraction of system and organization for intellectuals and the new
professionals of the early twentieth century, Foster’s formative years. But
the significance of strong, centralized organization, discipline, and planning
likely meant something else to workers like Foster who had grown up with
and endured for so long poverty, disorder, instability, and insecurity.14 In
the unstable and chaotic environment in which he matured, he was strongly
attracted to Ward’s vision of a society rationally organized on the basis of
human needs. Ward provided Foster with his first notion that the rampag-
ing market and the social carnage in its wake might somehow be brought
under control.15 Searching for a systematic political way forward, Foster first
found Marxist socialism, then the syndicalist model, and finally Soviet com-
munism. When he embraced communism and during his later Russian trav-
els, he was most impressed with the details of Russian industrial and union
organization, not Soviet ideology. The fact that the Russians seemed to have
created an effective, exportable workers’ system was what attracted Foster,
not Marxist-Leninist theory.

When he secretly joined the Communist Party at the age of forty in 1921,
Foster was already middle-aged and at a political dead end.16 The impres-
sive organizations he had built in the open shop bastions of meatpacking
and steel, which had won him a reputation as his generation’s most talented
 labor organizer, were largely destroyed. Blacklisted from the railroads where
he had made his living, having passed through the left wing of the Socialist
Party, the IWW, and a series of his own syndicalist groups, he was waiting
impatiently for a new opening in the political scene.

Foster had, by this time, developed his argument that the “militant minor-
ity” of dedicated radicals must “bore from within” the conservative main-
stream unions to transform them into effective class weapons. He had created
a new organization, the Trade Union Educational League (TUEL), to achieve
this end. As it happened, Lenin also urged boring from within, at least at the
moment when Foster visited Soviet Russia for the first time in the summer of
1921. As the wartime revolutionary upheavals subsided and political reaction
set in in capitalist societies throughout the world, Lenin urged revolutionar-
ies to create “united fronts” with socialists, labor party supporters, and trade
union activists. “It appeared that our ten year fight for work within the conser-
vative unions was at last going to be successful,” Foster later recalled. Searching
for a way to galvanize his new TUEL, and swept up in the enthusiasm of the
Russian Revolution, Foster joined the new party that fall, and the TUEL be-
came the American section of the new Red International of Labor Unions.17

Throughout the 1920s and beyond, Foster was by far America’s most
important communist—the party’s perennial presidential candidate, the ar-
architect of its trade union work, a link to American radical traditions and to indigenous labor militants, and the person whom the public identified most closely with American communism. Deeply embedded in the world of industrial work, union organizing, and strikes, his Chicago-based party faction and subculture constantly battled the group they called the “City College Boys,” a more urbane and cerebral group of professional revolutionaries in the New York headquarters. The latter held the party franchise through much of the 1920s, but Foster remained the great symbol of American radicalism, and his group represented the only hope for a base in the labor movement. The result was almost constant factional warfare throughout the 1920s.18

The particular role he carved out for himself within the communist movement put a tremendous strain on Foster. In March 1930, he was arrested while leading a giant, violent, unemployed demonstration in New York City, one of several such mobilizations throughout the nation, which put the party’s unemployed work on the map. Imprisoned at the age of fifty for six months in a small cell on Riker’s Island, Foster was subject to all sorts of deprivation. He emerged at the end of 1930 and, instead of resting, quickly immersed himself in the party’s unemployed organizing.19 The following spring, he assumed direction of the largest party-led strike to date, the 1931 bituminous coal strike. Touring the southwestern Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio, and West Virginia fields for several months, organizing picketing and relief work in the midst of extreme deprivation and considerable violence, Foster later admitted that he was “almost finished” by the end of the strike. In the midst of the strife, he clashed repeatedly with Earl Browder, who publicly accused him before the Comintern of neglecting party work in the interests of a hopeless industrial struggle. When the strike finally collapsed in the fall of 1931, Foster took the blame.20

Foster’s physical and emotional exhaustion were likely aggravated by his frustrations with party factionalism and the danger it posed to the industrial organizing he valued above all other political work, and by his disappointment with the elevation of Browder to party leadership in the early 1930s. All of this reached a climax in the fall of 1932, contributing to a severe crisis that took him out of the movement entirely for several years and left an indelible mark on his personality.

As the nation’s most visible communist, Foster was the party’s natural standard bearer in the 1932 election, but his nomination at once removed him from his industrial organizing and saddled him with a crushing itinerary. Beginning the campaign “already in rundown condition,” he traveled more than 17,000 miles coast to coast, giving dozens of speeches.21

Crowds
were often jubilant, local authorities less enthusiastic. He was driven out of an Illinois coal town by armed deputies, arrested in Lawrence, Massachusetts, beaten and jailed in Los Angeles. Foster never made it to a huge September 12 rally on Chicago’s South Side. He suffered a severe heart attack and stroke and collapsed while addressing a crowd in Moline, Illinois. The party always referred to this illness as a heart attack, but the crisis clearly had emotional and psychological dimensions. Foster himself later described it as a “smash-up: angina pectoris, followed by a complete nervous collapse.”

In his 1933 letter to Lozovsky, Foster revealed an uncharacteristic despair. Such a long recovery would have been difficult for any person, but Foster’s self-image as a vigorous, selfless revolutionary made it “real hell.” He could not research, write, or even play cards or chess, his favorite pastimes. If he tried to do anything, all of his symptoms returned. “The result of this endless isolation and frustration is that I am constantly agitated and nervous,” he wrote:

You might say that I should ignore my loneliness, but I have struggled now for thirteen and half months, including five months flat on my back in bed, and it is very difficult to live with such involuntary rest. . . . I cannot imagine staying here week-by-week, waiting. . . . In the past, my strength had no limits. I could, and many years did, work sixteen-hour days without a rest, even on Sunday, not to mention a vacation. But now even unimportant things get me down.

Six months later, recuperating in San Francisco during the 1934 strike wave, Foster told Browder he felt “just like one in chains.” “[It] just about breaks my heart to be laid up in the midst of this developing struggle.” A friend described him at this late point in his recovery: “He was in shocking physical condition,” he recalled. “His head shook constantly, his hands trembled, and he walked with great difficulty.”

Without being clear which condition precipitates the other, medical researchers now identify a close relationship between heart disease and clinical depression. Foster was clearly plagued by both. Like many stroke victims, perhaps particularly those who had possessed great strength and endurance before the illness, he lost confidence in his abilities. He was often anxious, a condition that stood in stark contrast to the coolness he had displayed in even the worst situations before the early 1930s. For several years after his recovery, he required assistance crossing the busy streets near the party’s Union Square headquarters. When he did speak publicly, he cut his usually long speeches to a minimum and always had a small glass of gin, indistinguishable
from water, on the rostrum, apparently to steady his nerves. Oddly, Foster, who abstained from alcohol most of his life, never took a drink, but he clearly derived some security from the glass being there. Some of these insecurities diminished over time, but he always seemed to be measuring out his strength so as not to risk another collapse. Foster estimated that he never regained more than half of his former stamina. This frustrated him enormously, but he “learned to live with himself.” Foster’s highly disciplined workdays at his small, crowded apartment near Yankee Stadium in the South Bronx involved a kind of ritual “to prevent the leakage of time”: “So many hours for sleep, up early in the morning (6:00 A.M.) to scan the morning newspaper, then to write a thousand words.”

In the wake of this severe crisis, Foster reinvented himself, turning to two types of writing. First, he drew on his vast experience and reputation as a “practical” militant for a series of pamphlets aimed at industrial union organizers. His *Organizing Methods in the Steel Industry* (New York: Workers’ Library, 1935) became what Lizabeth Cohen calls a “blueprint for CIO policy.” Loaded with detailed advice, this and similar pamphlets often included remarkable insights. They represented a sort of substitute for the field organizing and speaking tours Foster was no longer capable of sustaining, allowing him to connect with the industrial work that he always stressed. Given the importance of communists in industrial union organizing, these pamphlets and his continuing contacts with organizers gave Foster an important, if less direct, role in the 1930s upsurge.

In the late 1930s, he turned to a far more ambitious project—his own life story. Why did he make this choice, and why at this moment in his life? One possible motivation was simply his age and the recent brush with death. It would not have been unusual for a person with Foster’s experience to be thinking about the meaning of her/his life. The idea that the autobiographical impulse also was prompted by political considerations, however, is suggested not only by Foster’s declaration of his aims, but also by the whole trajectory of his career. Judging from the didactic quality of his memoirs, he did his writing “for the party” with regard to both his intended audience and the work’s function. He aimed for an audience composed primarily of party activists, in the United States certainly, but perhaps also abroad—Soviet and Comintern leaders. In fact, the books were translated and read in socialist countries throughout the world. In this sense, Foster, like other socialist autobiographers, saw himself placing his practical experience and insights at the service of the party, hoping activists and the movement would benefit from his story. Displacing his typical industrial organizing efforts
to his writings, he may also have aimed to retain a place for himself in the party at a time when he was politically marginalized. At the very moment of the mass upsurge of the 1930s, precisely those activities he most prized had been placed well beyond the limits of his physical strength and endurance. As Browder centralized party authority in his own hands, he pushed Foster to the margins. Yet through his writing, Foster remained a powerful symbol of the party, particularly among industrial organizers. “Although Browder supervised the behind-the-doors contacts with top CIO brokers,” veteran activist Dorothy Healey recalled, “most of us in the unions assumed that the Party’s chairman, William Z. Foster, was an equal spokesman when it came to trade union affairs. . . . In our eyes he remained the authoritative public spokesman on issues confronting the labor movement.”

Foster’s autobiographical writing can no more be taken as a direct and unmediated reflection of his personality than any other personal narrative. Autobiography, Phillipe LeJeune writes, “is necessarily in its deepest sense a special kind of fiction, its self and its truth as much created as discovered realities.” Reginia Gagnier suggests that workers’ biographies are best used “not as historians have, as data of varying degrees of reliability reflecting external conditions, but as texts revealing subjective identities embedded in diverse social and material circumstances.” Most important are the narrative choices an author makes and the plot he or she develops in telling the story. What we learn from Foster’s autobiographies comes partly through silences—his calculated inattention to his own personal identity and relationships—and partly through the structure of the narratives in his two autobiographical works.

In 1937, Foster published *From Bryan to Stalin*, which he accurately described as not so much an autobiography as “a contribution to the history of left wing trade unionism in the United States during the past forty years” and an “outline of the development of the Communist Party.” Organizational in form, formulaic in tone, *From Bryan to Stalin* stood in for an official party history until Foster produced *History of the Communist Party of the United States* (New York: International Publishers, 1952). Reflecting Foster’s explicit goals in writing it, *From Bryan to Stalin* is peculiarly impersonal. He divides his narrative into pre–Communist Party and post–Communist Party sections. In the first, Foster himself enters the story only through his organizational efforts. Even then, the real genius he displayed in some of these early efforts has no independent role, but is subordinated to the narrative of movement-building, with all roads leading toward communism. In the section of the book dealing with the Communist Party and its various organizational efforts, Foster
hardly appears at all. When he does, he refers to himself in the third rather than the first person, as if not to distract readers from the narrative of party development. The book is full of individuals but not personalities. People enter the story in so far as they affect the success or failure of the movement.

Two years later Foster published *Pages from a Worker’s Life*, a series of fascinating, often humorous, sometimes touching pieces drawn from his experiences at work and on the road. *Pages* offered a more personal, anecdotal perspective: “the hopes and illusions, the comedy and tragedy, the exploitation and struggles of an American worker’s life.” Right around the same time Foster was writing *Pages*, he criticized communists and other radicals for a “hyper-objective tendency” and being “too cold and impersonal” in their mass agitation, a flaw that created “a barrier to establishing the broadest mass contacts.” Communists and other progressives must bring a “human element” into their work. Perhaps, as Ed Johanningsmeier has suggested, this new memoir was an effort in that direction. Certainly it was more engaging than his previous effort. But it is still difficult to chart any sort of personal development, something that clearly held little interest for Foster. Indeed, here there is no explicit plot at all, just “sketches, recollections and snapshots.” He understood even this more personal book in explicit, rather narrow political terms, emphasizing “the forces that led me to arrive at my present opinions.”

Both books served important functions for the party, though judged by the standards of bourgeois autobiography, as personal investigations, both were failures. Yet Foster’s neglect of the personal was not an oversight, but a conscious narrative choice, and to some degree also a reflection of his personality. As his friend and fellow Wobbly Elizabeth Gurley Flynn observed in her review of Foster’s autobiographical works, *From Bryan to Stalin* “was a veritable guide book to the American labor movement in the past half century.” If you wanted to know something about the “actual experiences of Bill Foster,” however, they had to be “glimpsed between the lines.” Even when Foster did recount personal experience, as in *Pages from a Worker’s Life*, “there is no ego here; no cultivated ‘complex’; no soul searching to find himself; no personal glory, amorous conquests nor ‘success’ recipes. . . . This is the key to Foster,” Flynn concluded. “He lives and moves and has his being as a worker; conscious of his class and its struggles, its needs and what its final aims must be. He has no personal life nor ambition outside of theirs.”

Peculiarly impersonal from the perspective of bourgeois autobiography, with its emphases on the individual, the personal, and self-realization, Foster’s personal narrative is characteristic of radical and, to some degree, most
working-class memoir literature. This notion of the individual as “social atom” is, as Reginia Gagnier notes, characteristic of working-class autobiography more generally, and helps to distinguish it from the more introspective bourgeois genre. Foster’s tendency to stress the insignificance of the personal and to subordinate the individual to the collective is predictably strong, not only in American communist personal narratives, but also in the memoirs of socialist revolutionaries worldwide, though his autobiographies provide a particularly striking case.\(^{33}\)

To the extent that *Pages* can be taken in some sense as a reflection of Foster’s life, what is perhaps most remarkable about its episodes is the almost total absence of women. The most striking case is Esther Abramovitz Foster, the remarkable woman whom he met in 1912 and married soon after, and with whom he lived until his death in 1961. A Russian Jewish immigrant garment worker, Esther was an anarchist militant, a free love advocate, and the mother of three children (none of them with Foster, who from his early syndicalist days counseled revolutionaries against raising families). Friends might describe their relationship as warm and loving, but Foster’s few references to her are all very impersonal. He dedicated *From Bryan to Stalin* to her, but described her in characteristic political terms: “An intelligent and devoted comrade . . . my constant companion and a tower of strength to me in all my activities for these many years.” Esther maintained a very low profile throughout their married life—and certainly in Foster’s memoirs. Foster mentions her once in the 345-page *From Bryan to Stalin*, in a brief paragraph concerning her role in his Syndicalist League of North America; once in *Pages*, in relation to his recovery from his illness; and almost never in any of his other writings.\(^{34}\)

Foster’s silence about Esther and heterosexual relationships more generally is explained in part at least by the homosocial worlds he inhabited for much of his life. His early work environments—isolated lumber and metal mining camps and sawmills, sailing ships, and railroad freight yards and boxcars—were exclusively male settings. His life as a hobo was also an experience that accentuated both male bonding and the alienation typical of transient workers’ lives. In *From Bryan to Stalin*, individuals are mentioned only in relation to particular organizations or political activities, never in terms of their relationships with Foster. *Pages from a Worker’s Life* contains a few references to personal friends and companions from these early years, but these are virtually all to other men. To the extent that Foster developed the kind of close personal relationships that Brown and Faue argue were crucial to sustaining the left, and it is difficult to judge this from his narratives, such
relationships were most likely with men who shared not only his political orientation but also his personal experiences as itinerant worker and organizer. Likewise, although he mentioned and sometimes worked with women comrades, Foster’s political spaces, populated largely by men, resonated with an ostentatiously proletarian and “muscular” form of trade union–based politics. This was true of his tuel circle and his Chicago Communist Party faction in the 1920s (“a rough-and-ready group” with “few niceties in mutual relations”), and his earlier engagements with the left wing of the Socialist Party, the IWW, and his own succession of syndicalist groups. The Communist Party was far more open to women’s participation and even leadership than most heterosocial organizations of the time, but very few women served in the top leadership during Foster’s first decade in the party. The proportion of women on the central committee rose throughout the 1930s, but Foster’s illness largely removed him from these circles in the years preceding his autobiographical writing in the late 1930s. Throughout his life, he had a close friendship with Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, another “old Wobbly,” and he apparently had at least two extramarital affairs. Yet Foster’s worlds of work and politics were largely male worlds.35

Fortunately, in trying to understand Foster, we can draw not only on his own writings, but also on the observations of those who knew him. During his early party career, Foster’s insecurity found expression particularly in the realm of theory, where he clearly felt inadequate. These tendencies became more pronounced in the Popular Front years, when the Communist International encouraged activists to work in broad political formations with reformist organizations, and to focus less on revolutionary transformation and more on the struggle against fascism.36 Foster visualized himself as a class warrior and was simply far less comfortable than Browder with the more expansive theoretical renderings and the social democratic drift of the Popular Front era. Less theoretically inclined than that of other party leaders, his own thinking remained what political scientist and communist veteran Joseph Starobin called “an amalgam of his trade union origins and his ‘fundamentalist’ understanding of Marxism.”37 Having matured politically in the rough-and-tumble world of hobos and industrial workers, strikes, and Wobbly free speech fights, Foster based much of his approach to revolutionary change on his experiences in the labor movement. Not surprisingly, perhaps, he preferred the company of radical workers, and not only because their ideas and strategies seemed to square better with his own, but also because he felt more comfortable around them than with intellectuals and professionals. Yet Foster’s apparent anti-intellectualism was more complex than it
appeared. Though clearly not a profound thinker, he had an active intellect and read widely—history, biography, and science, as well as politics—and enjoyed classical and folk music. He had a great love of learning from an early age. The disregard Browder and other leaders showed for his ideas clearly bothered him.

Foster’s career as a party leader was one of repeated frustrations, notably with the party’s persistent, humiliating factionalism, which often derailed his projects to radicalize the American labor movement. He clashed repeatedly with Jay Lovestone, the party’s consummate factionalist, and bitterly opposed the 1928 international turn from “boring from within” to dual revolutionary unions, a tendency he had fought throughout his adult life. After a long conflict, Foster lost control of his own faction and came close to expulsion before finally capitulating. Stalin was particularly irritated with Foster’s factionalism and the enduring effects of his struggle against Lovestone. Up to this point, Foster’s politics had been shaped by his strong syndicalist tendencies and an eclectic application of his own ideas and experiences to party policy, an approach some party activists called “Fosterism.” His final capitulation on the issue of dual unionism marked a decisive turn in his career. His role in the factionalism of the late 1920s and his stubborn resistance to the dual union line—all carefully noted in his Comintern file—cost him leadership of the party. It went instead to Foster’s “clerk” and “man Friday,” Earl Browder, who reigned throughout the party’s heyday in the 1930s and World War II. James P. Cannon, who knew both men well, recalled, “The appointment of Browder to the first position in the Party with Foster subordinated to the role of honorary public figure without authority, really rubbed Foster’s nose in the dirt.” In this sense, Foster’s crisis had practical political effects. Conversely, these political effects shaped his psychological state in the Depression and war years. When he regained the upper hand with the reassertion of orthodox Marxism-Leninism at the end of the war, it was on the eve of severe political repression and decline. He spent his final years in the mid-1950s locked in another factional battle, defending orthodoxy against those who sought to reform the party along more democratic lines.38

Oddly perhaps for one who steeped himself in American work environments and consciously identified with American radical traditions, Foster sustained himself throughout his career with international connections and recognition. His early travels in Europe before World War I provided him a purer form of syndicalism that linked him with revolutionaries throughout Europe and influenced his approach long after joining the party. On the heels of the steel strike defeat, he found exhilaration and vindication of his strate-
gies on his first trip to Soviet Russia, where he was pleased to learn that Lenin had read his book on the strike. Elected to the executive committees of both the Communist International and the Red International of Labor Unions, Foster visited the Soviet Union frequently and maintained relationships with communist leaders throughout the world. Often viewed as a “practical” trade union communist in his own party, he eventually found recognition abroad as a great Marxist thinker. The historical works he produced during the 1950s might meet with contempt in his own country, but their translations into Russian, Polish, German, French, Italian, Japanese, and other languages brought adulation in the international communist press. They introduced the United States to a generation of youth and party activists in the Soviet bloc. In March 1956, on his seventy-fifth birthday, in the midst of severe government repression and a dramatic decline in party membership, on the eve of the organization’s greatest crisis, Foster set his eyes on the Soviet world and remained optimistic. “In this period of capitalist decay and socialist advance,” he told the crowd of well-wishers, “it gives me the boundless satisfaction of knowing that my life’s efforts have been spent on the side of progress, and that the great socialist cause is marching on rapidly to triumph throughout the world.” Foster was particularly thrilled when, at the very end of his life, he received an honorary professorship at Moscow State University in recognition for his writing. In his view, this “splendid and exclusive honor” was the highest form of recognition for a Marxist intellectual.39

What can all this personal stuff tell us? The easiest piece of the story for us to grasp is the political significance of the personal crisis. Foster’s breakdown, his long and painful recovery, his loss of confidence were all products in some sense of his political work over the previous decade or longer. At the same time, they had political effects, removing him from the field at a critical turning point in the party’s history; clearing away the personality most clearly identified with its proletarian elements and the Third Period’s class war rhetoric; making room for Browder, the person most clearly identified with the Americanist reform language of the Popular Front.

We are all still on familiar ground here—putting the personal experience in the broader (and presumably more important) political context. But what happens when we turn to less familiar terrain and try to place the political in the context of human experience and personal development? At the very least, Foster’s physical and psychological illnesses, and particularly his crisis of confidence throughout the 1930s, suggest the enormous personal toll revolutionary politics could exact from even (or perhaps particularly from) as tough and highly disciplined an individual as Foster.40 More broadly, Foster’s
story begins to suggest some fit between personal experience and political expression. His early insecurities, for example, rooted in material conditions, and his later ones, rooted in party factionalism, each contributed to particular ideological inclinations, the first to his quest for system and method, the latter to his tendency toward Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy.

Foster’s and other communist memoirs, as well as the large spate of personal narratives produced over the past two decades through the collaboration of New Left with Old, all suggest a tendency to submerge the personal in the political. While most communist autobiographers made this decision to eschew the details of personal life, however, gender seems to make a difference. Men’s memoirs—of those who remained in the party as well as those who left long before writing—are very short on personal information and largely devoid of emotional content. Any personal narrative is subordinated to the story of movement-building. Women party activists, representing well over one-third of party membership during the Popular Front era, were also supremely political people. “As to the personal problems each of us had,” Peggy Dennis wrote, “none of us was equipped by our Party experience to respond to each other on a simple human level. . . . I was too calm, too impersonal, too political.” In fact, Dorothy Healey recalled, for the party “there was no such thing as a division between your personal and your political life. You were supposed to be totally selfless and dedicated to the revolution.”

But the balance between the personal and the political in women’s memoirs, including those by Dennis and Healey, is different from that in the male narratives. They were more likely to deal with relationships and emotions, to structure their stories around crises that were personal as well as political. Anyone interested in grasping the personal dimensions of the communist experience is much more likely to find them in the autobiographies and interviews of women veterans than in the best of the male narratives. Still, the political overwhelms the personal in both groups of memoirs. Why?

The proletarian writer Joseph Freeman developed a close relationship with Foster in the late 1920s, and made an observation in the midst of his friend’s personal crisis that seems to apply to other veteran communists. “Foster talked chiefly about the class war,” Freeman noted, and only mentioned personal experiences to make some broader political point. “Actually, Foster was a man of wide cultural interests; his library was as full of literary classics as of socialist classics. . . . But when he questioned me about Europe, he wanted to know about the trade unions, the growth of the communist movement, international politics. Anything he said about himself was a parenthetical illustration of a general law of revolutionary strategy or a trade-union principle.”
Foster tended to see personal conduct and values strictly in relation to the political struggle, Freeman wrote. “The problems of personal conduct which agitated us in the [Greenwich] Village, did not seem to matter to him. He was ascetic by a standard which determined all his actions. The class struggle was the most important thing in the world, and for that struggle he wanted to keep physically, mentally, and morally fit.” Most significantly, Freeman found that Foster identified so closely and personally with the working class that his own identity tended to fuse with that of his class. His recollections echo Flynn’s observations about Foster’s tendency to describe his own experiences as part of the class struggle. “Within the Party, Foster had an engaging modesty,” Freeman wrote, “but in contact with the class enemy there emerged a powerful pride in which his person and his class were identical.”

This fusion of personal identity with political struggle, which is apparent in so many communist memoirs, undoubtedly made Foster a brilliant organizer, but it limited his ability and language in analyzing and understanding his own personal situation. His asceticism facilitated while it rationalized the extreme sacrifices and deprivation he endured throughout much of his life, but it also made it difficult for him to deal with personal crisis, and particularly with the crisis of confidence he faced in the 1930s. The strikingly impersonal quality of his life narratives undoubtedly reflected the conscious conviction of a devoted revolutionary that the personal simply did not count, but the submergence of the self in the struggle was also a reflection of Foster’s personality.

It may be, however, that the whole notion of a “private life” needs redefining in the case of revolutionaries. Wendy Goldman writes: “dedication to an ideal of revolution in a revolutionary situation is synonymous with a fully ‘public’ life.” The human and individual costs can be enormous, and should be a part of the story we tell. “But the gains were great as well. The powerful sense of comradeship as something going deeper than friendship or love, the sense of mission and purpose, the feeling of possibility, the new avenues for talents, potentials never before known, the excitement . . . the power to create a new future.” It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to reduce this experience to an emotional balance sheet, but the personal dimension of the experience is relevant and worth exploring. Even if it is only political motivation that we seek to understand, it seems likely that the more personal aspects of life are relevant.

To avoid misunderstanding, let me conclude by explaining what I am not suggesting. The last time issues of personal psychology were raised in relation to American communism was during the 1950s, when the movement was analyzed not as the product of social and economic conflicts, but rather
as a form of psychological deviance. This idea of communism as neurosis permeates much of the Cold War–era analysis of the CPUSA, though its roots are older. Some scholars explained communist activism as the product of “social disorganization” leading to feelings of isolation and vulnerability, others as a form of secular religion fulfilling deeply rooted human needs. Most employed some kind of psychological approach to explain what they viewed as a political aberration. After interviewing nearly three hundred former communists and considering a range of answers to the question “Why did they join?” Morris Ernst and David Loth concluded: “The party would appear to be heavily populated with the handicapped—some of them physically, but more of them psychologically, to a point that might be called emotionally crippling. . . . In the Communist party they find a certain amount of relief, often temporary, but always welcome.”

In The Appeals of Communism, perhaps the most sophisticated of these studies, Gabriel Almond and his colleagues analyzed the question of motivation comparatively, using a sample of 221 former communists in France, Italy, England, and the United States. It was misleading, they concluded, to speak of an appeal; “rather we must talk of types of appeals, to various types of persons, in different kinds of situations.” Still, “types of neurotic susceptibility” loomed large in their analysis. Noting that the incidence of neurotic isolation was higher among American and British subjects, they attributed much of their motivation to hostility, self-rejection, or isolation. “The image of the Communist militant is that of a dignified, special person, dedicated, strong, confident of the future. . . . These aspects of Communism have an obvious attraction for persons who carry within themselves feelings of being weak and unworthy.”

Psychohistorians embraced Freudian theories in the 1960s and 1970s. While somewhat different in their interpretations of particular individuals, many believed it was possible to identify an ideal “revolutionary personality.” Bruce Mazlish combined Weber’s notions of ascetics and charisma with Freud’s of displaced libido, uneven psychological development, and the crisis of adulthood to produce a new personality type—the “revolutionary ascetic.” He traced this revolutionary type all the way back to the Puritan revolutionary and then transformed him into a Bolshevik in the early twentieth century. Both Wolfenstein and Mazlish were confident in employing rather abstract personality theories to generalize over hundreds of years of political agitation and conflict in strikingly diverse political and cultural settings.

Today, most psychologists have abandoned the quest for ideal personality types. Their Cold War political and intellectual context helps to explain
these psychological theories, just as our own situation in the postcommunist era undoubtedly shapes our interpretations of communist militants in various settings. In their case, a particularly optimistic reading of postwar American politics and living standards produced the search for a psychological explanation for the “aberration” of American communism. With the fall of communism and the rise of more conservative interpretations of the party’s history, perhaps such theories will reemerge as some scholars return to a view of American communism as an irrational malignancy.

Yet for decades, communist movements throughout the world won and held the loyalty of millions of people from a wide variety of class and cultural backgrounds. To employ psychology as the ultimate explanation for the development of such social and political movements is to oversimplify a complex political phenomenon and understate the significance of both individual and group reason and agency. The rise and fall of major social movements cannot hinge on the psychological states of even their more important participants. They are best understood in terms of the broad social, economic, and political contexts within which they operated, rather than as collections of more or less neurotic individuals.

It seems reasonable to consider psychological, as well as social and political, factors that influenced a person to join the party, sustained them through decades of thankless work and extreme hardship, and perhaps eventually shaped their decision, in the midst of the party’s ultimate crisis, to leave or to stay—but only if one concedes that such factors are at work in all political commitments, and indeed in other types of individual dedication to impersonal goals. As historian Leo Ribuffo puts it, “Earl Browder entered public life to satisfy drives and dreams, but so did Herbert Hoover, Alfred E. Smith, and Abraham Lincoln.”

Much of the recent, more sympathetic scholarship on the Communist Party has tended to ignore this subjective dimension of the experience. Psychological factors and personal relationships are apt to show up more frequently in personal narratives and correspondence, particularly in accounts of the extreme pressure brought to bear on cadres during the political repression, underground activity, and subsequent factional struggles of the 1950s. To consider psychological along with other factors at the level of individual motivation and rationalization can be an important interpretive strategy, one that historians of social movements as well as biographers might use to better understand the experiences and motivation of activists.

It is probably not a coincidence that labor historians have turned increasingly to biography over the past decade. A biographical approach to American
communism and other aspects of working-class life allows us to consider elements of individual development and personality in relation to broader social and political contexts. Foster’s own politics were molded in part by the subjective—his individual personality—which in turn was shaped by experiences in his childhood and early adult life, by the crises he faced at various points in his life, and by the quality of the relationships he forged. But they were also shaped by his experiences in a variety of industrial and political situations, by his own efforts to understand these, and, finally, by the exigencies of life in an international Marxist-Leninist party.

Foster’s trouble grasping the personal dimension of his crisis tells us something not only about him and other working-class revolutionaries, but perhaps also about ourselves as labor historians. We have been experiencing our own crisis in the past few years, one that involves the place of the subjective in our understanding of historical change: problems of personal identity, emotion, and experience, and the relationship of these to what we term “politics.” Foster’s story suggests both the importance of considering this relationship and the fact that it was sometimes as difficult for our historical subjects to grasp its meaning as it seems to be for us.